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EIGHT KEY
QUESTIONS ON
DOMESTIC
VIOLENCE AND
THE INDIAN
WORKPLACE
1. What is Domestic Violence?
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2. Why is Domestic Violence also a
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workplace issue?
3. How do you recognize Domestic
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Violence at work?
4. What are the broad legal support
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frameworks against Domestic
Violence in India?
5. What is the business case to talk
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about domestic violence at the
workplace?
6. What should employers consider
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while developing a Domestic
Violence program?
7. How can organizations develop the
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ecosystem needed to support
victims of such violence
8. How can an organization implement
programs on Domestic Violence?
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1.
WHAT IS DOMESTIC
VIOLENCE?
The American Psychological Association task force on the family and violence (Intimate partner
abuse and Relationship Violence Working Group, 2002) defines domestic violence as a pattern of
abusive behaviours including a wide range of physical, sexual and psychological mal-treatment
used by one person in an intimate relationship against another to gain power unfairly or
maintain that person’s misuse of power, control, and authority. It is a continuum ranging from
name-calling to ruthless physical violence. Terms such as elder abuse, child abuse, battered
woman, family violence, intimate partner violence and so on are all the terms that are used under
the broad umbrella of domestic violence, especially to counter the idea that this happens only
within the four walls of a home.
Victims may be of any sex or any sexual orientation, but a clear majority are women. One in every
four women and one in 10 men will experience domestic violence in their lifetime, according to
the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention (Maurer, 2020). Instances of other types of
domestic violence such as elder abuse, abuse that occurs in gay lesbian couples are relatively less
known due to the unavailability of the data.
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Domestic violence is not a one-time event. It
is an aggregation of a multitude of behaviours
that forms a dangerous pattern, including:
VERBAL ABUSE:
Shouting/yelling
Using foul language
Not speaking to a
partner
Verbal threats of
violence.
(All done to terrorize/
shame/ humiliate/ isolate
a partner)

EMOTIONAL
ABUSE:
Insults/Putdowns
Volatile behaviour
Negating previous abuse
Withholding affection
Constantly criticizing
Focusing on perceived
shortcomings or
mistakes.

ISOLATION:
Isolating a partner from
family and friends
Not permitting the partner
to leave the house
Not allowing a partner to
have a job
Control access to
passport/travel/ identity
documents.

INTIMIDATION &
THREATS:
Making one feel inferior
to the other
Threaten violence
against a partner or
loved ones
Purposeful humiliation
Physical conduct
(Extreme closeness,
raised fists etc.)
Causing alarm, fright, or
dread
Destroying property.

STALKING &
SURVEILANCE:
Obsessive attention
Following a partner in
person or monitoring them
(In-person, electronically
etc.)
Unwelcome intrusions &
communications
Sending unwanted gifts.

SEXUAL ABUSE:
Sexual assault
Involuntary sexual acts
Inappropriate touching
Compelling a partner to
watch pornography
Sharing/sending out
sexual photographs of the
person without consent.

PHYSICAL
VIOLENCE:
Physical violence
Intentional use of
physical force or power
Kicking, biting,
pushing, punching, or
strangling.

FINANCIAL
CONTROL:
Attempting to control a
partner’s money
Using a partner’s name to
open an account
Forging signatures on
loans Not allowing a
partner to have access to
funds
Appropriating pay.

SPIRITUAL ABUSE:
Mocking/ridiculing beliefs
Deny permission to
practice religion as one
chooses
Deliberate actions
intended to hurt religious
sentiments.

(SOURCES: CAMBRIDGE PUBLIC HEALTH DEPARTMENT GUIDE ON DOMESTIC
VIOLENCE) AND (CHILDRE ET AL., 1998).
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In 2020, with the COVID-19 pandemic and consequent lockdown & work from home led to a surge
of domestic violence cases around the world with the perpetrator and the victim locked down.
Some studies in France have shown a close to 60% increase in domestic violence calls, and Indian
helplines have also reported significantly higher calls for support.

A QUESTION WE COMMONLY HEAR IN
THE CONTEXT OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE:
WHY DO VICTIMS NOT LEAVE THE TOXIC
RELATIONSHIP?

When hearing of domestic violence, often the lay reaction is to ask why the victims
continued to stay on, let the situation escalate and just did not leave. It is important
to understand that victims often are paralyzed by fear into staying in a painful or
toxic relationship. There are social norms around marriage and also, responsibilities
such as children in the picture which could act as deterrents. This could be fear of
retaliation and being hurt themselves or their loved ones. Situational fears such as
having no income, no other place to go, lack of education or potential to get good
employment traps the victim even further. Often, these victims are made to believe
that they cannot survive on their own. Hence, leaving the perpetrator is not a simple
act of walking away as it might appear to other more-empowered people; it takes lot
of planning, resources and support.
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2.
WHY IS DOMESTIC
VIOLENCE ALSO A
WORKPLACE ISSUE?
A policeman from the city’s anti-terror unit is untraceable after allegedly killing his wife-also a
cop-in South Delhi’s Lodhi colony (Times of India, May 6, 2020). Nagpur bench of Bombay High
Court held that creating scene at the husband’s office by abusing him and his in-laws is mental
cruelty by wife (Times of India, April 29, 2015).
In 1996 on Valentine's Day, a man walked into the second-floor offices of his ex-girlfriend and
loudly confronted her. He followed her as she fled into the women's restroom where they
argued briefly and he killed her. (Star Tribune, February 15, 1996 taken from Children et al.,
1998).
These incidents show that domestic violence is hardly ever a “private matter.” Intimate partner
violence has no boundaries and does not stay at home (Maurer, 2020). When a victim of
domestic violence leaves their abuser, the abuser knows the victim will be every day at work and
the violence often follows into the workplace.
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DOMESTIC VIOLENCE IS ABSOLUTELY A
WORKPLACE ISSUE.

A perpetrator tries to manipulate all facets of the victim’s life, including the workplace; a place
where a victim may establish relationships separate from the perpetrator and proclaim
independence—escaping the perpetrator’s need for total control. Higher self-esteem,
comradeship in the company, financial independence, social support, benefits, and a salary can
also counter a perpetrator’s goal of power. (Cambridge Public Health Department guide on
domestic violence). Employers also bear the brunt of such violence on employee productivity.
A survey of 2013 by SHRM reported that 65% of the companies don’t have a formal workplace
domestic violence prevention policy and in that, only 20% offer training on domestic violence.
The same survey reported that 16% of the organizations have had incidence of domestic violence
in the past five years and 19% had it in the past year (Maurer, 2020).
Employers and colleagues of the affected employee often do not engage in conversations on
domestic violence of anyone affected by it, considering it a part of the employee's personal life
and citing reasons of personal life and privacy of an individual. Many victims of domestic violence
do not inform their employers for the fear of doing anything that might jeopardize their
employment. Others, embarrassed by the abuse, are uncomfortable talking to their employee
about something so personal. Perpetrators of such violence can hardly be expected to reveal such
behaviour voluntarily.
In spite of such resistance to disclosure and discussion, organizations need to recognize the effect
of domestic violence on productivity, absenteeism and safety of the workplace. It is a substantial
problem that can affect not only the victim but also the co-workers and supervisors of the victim.
While it is tricky to define the role of organizations when these unfortunate incidents happen
inside home, there is no doubt that a business case definitely exists for why these conversations
need to happen in the workplace.
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3.
HOW DO YOU RECOGNIZE
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AT
WORK?
Here is a typical case vignette:
“Neeti is a typical domestic violence victim. Neeti is usually late for any official meetings
scheduled in the morning hours. She often looks absent-minded in meetings. Neeti goes out often
from work to pick up a few video calls from home, talking to her kid and husband. She is no longer
actively involved in team discussions; often skips deadlines, and even dozes off a couple of times
while at work. There is resentment building in the team against the management in their
tolerance to Neeti’s performance issues.“
Violence at home often causes victims to show up late to work or meetings. They may seem
anxious and be absent from work. They may have difficulty focussing on work and be less
productive. They might look like someone who is not being transparent or dependable – they
might take leave without notice, be withdrawn. Recurrent abuse can also create confusion and
chaos in the minds of the victim, leading to unclear thinking at work. These behaviours can result
in labelling the victim as lethargic or a poor performer.
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In some situations, we may also see victims talk about the abuse that happens at home, but rarely
would they take action to leave the abusive relationship. Such repetitive communication without
action might result in the people around the victim, unfortunately, seeing the abuse as the normal
for the victim which further creates barriers for any peaceful exit.
A different and difficult situation for companies is when there is a Domestic Violence perpetrator
in the organization. Perpetrators are often preoccupied with their need to control their partner
and lose attention on professional tasks. They might use company resources for stalking the
victim and the organization can be held liable for not preventing such use of resources in
perpetuating violence where such behaviour was known to them.
A case in point is when Urban Meyer, a popular head football coach of Ohio State University was
suspended without pay in 2018 for three games for how he handled domestic violence allegations
against his long-time assistant coach, Zach Smith. Meyer claimed to have not known about
Smith’s behaviour, but evidence showed that he had information on domestic abuse claims back
in 2015. The school summarized its decision in a revealing 23-page investigation report, which
serves as a useful case study for the way organizations, leaders, and individuals fall victim to
moral biases — rationalizations for behaving unethically usually due to one’s self-interest (Mayer,
2018).
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4.
WHAT ARE THE BROAD
LEGAL SUPPORT
FRAMEWORKS AGAINST
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE IN
INDIA?
Domestic Violence is very much present as a major blot on the Indian landscape, and chances are
that even if we are not part of it ourselves, each of us would have directly known someone affected
by such violence or even perpetrated it. We might choose to look away for misplaced reasons of
social propriety or ignorance of the rights and responsibilities under Indian law, and so, It is
important that we are aware of the legal options when dealing with an instance of Domestic
Violence for ourselves or others. There are three laws in place in India that deal with Domestic
Violence:
1. Sec 498A of the Indian Penal Code Amendment (added in 1983):
This section covers cruelty towards married women by their husband or their husband’s family.
This section also allows a relative or a well-wisher of the woman to make a complaint on behalf of
the woman, considering that the woman might not have the space or means to speak for herself.
Under the section, acts of cruelty include:
Physical abuse
mental torture through threats to her or her loved ones (such as children)
Senying the woman food
Locking her in or out of the house as punishment; and demanding perverse sexual acts against
the woman’s will.
Convicted offenders can be punished with up to three years of prison, as well as hefty fines.
(naree.com, 2017)
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2. The Protection of Women from Domestic Violence Act (2005)
This act is seen as a pathbreaking step in countering Domestic Violence as it acknowledged every
women’s right to be at home without suffering from any act of violence. This act gives a specific
definition of domestic violence: actual or threats of physical, mental, emotional, sexual, or verbal
abuse, as well as harassment regarding dowry or property. This act also clearly recognizes
woman’s right to reside in their matrimonial household. One cannot evict her from the house that
she shares with her husband. In case she is evicted, she has the right to seek monetary
compensation and safe shelter, as well as free legal and medical aid.
This act also covers relationships that are ‘in the nature of marriage’ such as live-in relationships
within the context of male-female coupling (The law is not specific as to whether trans*
individuals are covered under this law). In D. Velusamy v. D. Patchaiammal, the Supreme Court
laid down following requirements to be fulfilled for determining the term ‘relationship in the
nature of marriage’ (Katju, 2010).
The couple must hold themselves out to society as being akin to spouses;
They must be of legal age to marry;
They must be otherwise qualified to enter into a legal marriage, including being unmarried;
They must have voluntarily cohabited and held themselves out to the world as being akin to
spouses for a significant period of time.
Thus, non-married relationships that do not involve ongoing cohabitation, such as spending
weekends together with a married person, or a one-night stand, or queer persons who cannot
legally marry, would not make it a ‘domestic relationship’.
Violators of this law will either be mandated to compensate the women financially or will be
served a restraining order to keep them away from the complainant.
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3. The Criminal Law (Amendment) Act, 2013
Passed by the Lok Sabha on 19th March 2013, the aim of this amendment was to provide harsher
and swifter punishment to criminals who are convicted of abusing women. The term “rape” was
amended to a more descriptive legal definition to include non-consensual penetration using nonsexual objects, as well as non-penetrative sexual acts. Penalties for offences such as rape, assault
and sexual harassment were increased. In particular, heavier sentences were declared for rapists
even including death sentence for heinous crimes, such as gang rape.
A list of new offences that are punishable by law was introduced by the amendment as well. These
include but are not limited to:
Acid attacks (the act of throwing acid upon a woman with the intention of disfiguring,
maiming, or outright killing her)
Stalking
voyeurism (spying with prurient or indecent interest), and
Publicly and forcefully disrobing a woman. (naree.com, 2017)
While the amendment has gone far in covering many aspects of domestic violence, it stops short of
addressing the issue of marital rape and sexual assault within the marriage, which continues to be
a key aspect of domestic violence against which we do not have any legal recourse to date. On the
other hand, we still have the Restitution of Conjugal Rights in our legal code.
Crime Against Women Cell
In every district’s police station, a Crime Against Women Cell was put in place in order for the
Indian government to better help female domestic abuse survivors.
Women suffering from any form of domestic violence may approach these specific help desks for
direct assistance from the police, whether to file an official complaint or follow up on one. Each of
these cells is headed by an assistant commissioner. (naree.com, 2015)
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5.
WHAT IS THE BUSINESS
CASE TO TALK ABOUT
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AT
THE WORKPLACE?
Give the legal landscape, the impact on workplaces and the people in it, and the pervasiveness of
such violence, we can see that we really do need a more open and direct conversation on this
subject. There is currently very limited research on this topic in India and there is only anecdotal
evidence relating to the extent to which the workplace productivity of domestic violence and
abuse victims is decreased.
A KPMG study for Vodafone in nine of their markets (2019) indicates that:
If productivity of domestic violence and abuse victims were 1% lower, the value of lost
economic output would be $0.9bn per year
If productivity were 5% lower, the value of lost economic output would be $4.3bn per year
If productivity were 10% lower, the value of lost economic output would be $8.6bn per year.
The study also concluded that across the nine Vodafone markets analyzed that the workplace
impact could be between $2.0 and $9.7 Billion per annum for businesses as a result of domestic
violence and abuse related absences and presenteeism.
The study also went ahead and estimated that a further cost to employees of $12.9 Billion per
annum is also incurred through lost earnings related to the impact on career progression.The
conclusions from this study are reason enough for corporates to see Domestic Violence as not just
as a ‘private matter’ but as an employee productivity and well-being issue. Here are some key
pointers for corporates to consider when considering how Domestic Violence affects them:
Derailment of Career Progression
For employees going through domestic or family violence, managing their career is difficult and
they miss career progression opportunities. The KPMG study referenced above reflects this, and
when we scale up their conclusion, we can see that this would be equivalent to approximately 4.5
million women missing out on a promotion as a result of domestic violence and abuse, costing
approximately $12.9 billion per annum in lost potential earnings. For each woman, this is
equivalent to an average loss of potential earnings of $2,900 per annum.
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Overall employee wellbeing, safety and productivity/performance
As per the UN Woman, Global Database of Violence Against Women report, 42% of women have
experienced physical and or sexual intimate partner violence over the lifetime. This leads to
severe emotional distress, and anxiety, in addition to the physical consequences that often
require medical attention. This leads to a loss in performance, productivity and greater
absenteeism.
Domestic violence is often interrelated with workplace aggression
Anecdotal evidence shows that perpetrators, when asked about the motive behind any form of
violence towards their partner, reply with statements like “Well, I'd had a really difficult day at
work” or “We've been having lots of money problems”. Work stress doesn’t stay at work. It enters
into an individual’s personal life and vice versa. Perpetrators often defend their violence with
statements like “I've always had a short fuse” which indicate temporary or long-standing
psychological disturbance that is a threat to one’s safety and also to the safety of one’s colleagues
at the workplace. It is important to remember that domestic violence has no boundaries, it doesn’t
stay at home.
Sometimes, the only avenue left for the employee is at the workplace
A victim of domestic violence sometimes may not have a strong domestic support system to fall
back upon when dealing with violence at home. It is important that organisations create a safe
and open environment for employees to share any domestic or family violence instances. Many a
time, victims are not even aware of their legal rights and organisations can step in and at least let
them know the various options that are out there for them to consider.
Absenteeism & Presenteeism
Victims of domestic violence end up taking frequent leaves from their work because of the
physical/ medical interventions needed, shame associated with the victimization situation, fear
for their own and their children’s safety, embarrassment associated with abusers’ continued onthe-job harassment, the unreliability of child care, children’s health issues, or because abuser
forced them to take a day off. Research found that between 23% and 54% of employed partner
violence victims reported being absent from work because of the abuse, with between 4% and 6%
reporting that this happened frequently. (Allard, Albelda, Collen, & Cosenza, 1997; Friedman &
Couper, 1987; Raphael, 1996; Sable et al, 1999; Shepard & Pence, 1988; Stanley, 1992; Taylor &
Barusch, 2004; Tolman & Rosen, 2001). Victims also face instances where an abuser stalks them by
bombarding them with texts or messaging on their work emails. This may be done with an
intention to make the victim realise that their partner is continuously watching them which in
turn impacts productivity at work. Constant calling at work phone is another way by which an
abuser can disrupt a victim’s productivity at work.
All the reasons listed above make Domestic Violence an important topic for corporates to talk
about and clearly highlights the business case that we often go looking for before taking any
action towards employee wellbeing.
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6.
WHAT SHOULD
EMPLOYERS CONSIDER
WHILE DEVELOPING A
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
PROGRAM?
Organisations need to understand that for a victim going through domestic violence workplace
might be the only place from where they may have any hope of getting any support. Hence,
organisations need to be ready with processes and policies that facilitate this for their employees.
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Defining personal and professional boundaries:
Domestic violence often occurs at home and might technically be seen as falling in the personal
space of an employee. Hence, it is very important for an organization to define its boundaries of
participation. The fundamental principle being one of support, without being intrusive.
Understanding of survivor expectations:
While defining the philosophy and principles, it is important to keep in mind the expectation of a
survivor from the organization. Typically, in our experience, the expectations are:
Receiving access to resources (monetary, support helplines, legal)
Empathy/understanding
Flexibility at work/performance for that period.
The organization will typically not infringe or influence the personal decision making of the
employee including the legal process involved, unless there is collateral damage to the
organization. Once the principles are defined, it is imperative for the organization to
communicate the same to all stakeholders, so that there is clarity on what falls within the purview
of the organization and what is out of scope. It might be a good step to also train managers
accordingly.
Understanding of whistle-blower expectations:
While the victim themselves might be reluctant to disclose or report such violence out of fear of
their abusers, a Whistle-Blower framework for peers or supervisors to report such instances can
help. Expectations of whistle-blowers are typically:
Protection of confidentiality
Protection against retaliation by the organization, the alleged abuser or victim
Safety in the workplace.
Understanding of organization as not an expert in the space:
0ften, providing support on domestic violence cases can be emotionally tough for all the
stakeholders involved, including those who are supporting from an organization perspective. In
the process of helping, one may be tempted to overstep one’s role and try to help in other aspects
outside one’s purview such as being a counsellor, an advocate etc. Even if one is equipped with the
understanding, it may be prudent to direct the survivor employee to expert resources, instead of
taking accountability of the same. These principles can help the organization develop a robust
program at the workplace that talks about what role the employer can take if a victim discloses
domestic violence to them.
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7.
HOW CAN
ORGANIZATIONS DEVELOP
THE ECOSYSTEM NEEDED
TO SUPPORT VICTIMS OF
SUCH VIOLENCE?
The following are simple steps that any organization can take towards helping employees
understand and cope with domestic violence during the times of Covid-19 and beyond:
1. Breaking taboos
Often the biggest concern in talking about violence/abuse is the taboo associated with the
subject. Given that roughly 1 in 3 women in India go through domestic violence, this is not as rare
as it seems and therefore it is important for an organization to break the taboos in acknowledging
that there may be employees going through this. This becomes specifically relevant during the
lockdown, since there is no escape for employees who are going through this – they may not be
safe at home and may not have a voice to say it.
2. Publishing information and helplines
The first easy step every organization can take is towards making sure that there is sufficient
localized information and resources on support for victims of domestic violence are available to
employees. This could be a part of the intranet or something that is shared over manager
connects/meetings.
3. Leveraging the existing employee counselling network
If the organization has an existing counselling network, they could verify that these networks are
capable of working with needs, including advocating for the victim in case of domestic violence
through sharing resources, and with client’s consent, to breach confidentiality and alerting
police/ other help, including emergency contacts within the company and family like they would
in case of suicidality.
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4. Leveraging other employee care networks
Where organizations have POSH-ICC, Medical services, emergency services, employee unions and
other bodies, enabling these resources to identify and support domestic violence victims,
including advocating for the victim in case of domestic violence through sharing resources, and
with victim’s consent, to breach confidentiality and alerting police/other help, including
emergency contacts within the company and family like they would in case of suicidality.
5. Reasonable accommodation
Domestic violence typically takes place in the personal lives of people and the call is to set up
reasonable accommodation to help employees find safety in their personal spaces when needed.
One best practice is to offer “safe leave” for up to ten days, to specifically help a domestic violence
survivor find support systems, alternate housing and anything else that may be important.
Reasonable accommodation, in addition to leave, can also include provisions such as legal
support, employee transfer, temporary accommodation in company hostel/guest house/hotel,
counselling/additional medical expenses, consideration/flexibility on performance depending
on the organization’s overall philosophy to employee wellbeing and diversity and inclusion.
6. Education and sensitization
Like all aspects of diversity and inclusion, building greater understanding of this concept is key
to building a safe space for employees to report domestic violence. Sensitization for leadership
and managers, is particularly important on the below-mentioned areas:
1. What is domestic violence and how is it relevant in the workplace?
2. How does a manager respond if an employee reports domestic violence?
3. How does one identify symptoms – how do you differentiate?
4. What is the connection between aggression at work and domestic violence?
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7. Clear guidelines on what if the employee is a perpetrator of domestic
violence
Companies must clearly outline repercussions of:
An employee being a perpetrator of domestic violence: To decide on whether the company
would take any action against the employee or would there be support for rehabilitation.
A prospective hire being a perpetrator of domestic violence: If there is a prospective hire with
a history of domestic violence, would the organization go ahead and hire the person? This
needs to be clearly specified in the background verification guidelines and the hiring prog m
as well.
Knowingly ignoring violence: As in the case of Urban Meyer of Ohio State University, what are
the guidelines for people in power in the organization should they come to know of an
employee being a perpetrator, especially if organizational resources are used in committing
such violence?
These guidelines need to be created with a careful understanding of the law of the land, and the
diversity and inclusion philosophy of the company.
Domestic violence program should be inclusive
While Indian law tends to look at only cis-gendered women in marriages and relationships that
are akin to marriages as possible victims of domestic violence, any person with any identity can
experience domestic violence. The organization’s policy should ideally go beyond the letter of the
law and cover all genders, sexualities or other identities.
Looking beyond the workplace
Many organizations globally partner with NGOs working in the domestic violence space for
support in terms of funding, or talent recruitment of victims.
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8.
HOW CAN AN
ORGANIZATION
IMPLEMENT PROGRAMS
ON DOMESTIC VIOLENCE?
After developing the necessary policies and guidelines, and creating the necessary ecosystem to
implement such policies, organizations could take a planful approach to implement these
policies.
1.Surveys to Understand Risks & Violence Quotient:
As a first step, a detailed survey can give data on how many employees have gone through
domestic violence or abuse and how it impacted their work productivity. This can be
implemented as part of a larger Organisational Health score. This survey can also act as a pulse
for the organisation to check the efficacy of all the interventions that they are doing in the space
of Domestic Violence
2. Develop a full support protocol for the response team:
Showing empathy and willingness to listen and help can go a long way in helping the victim to
disclose their difficulties and take help. Developing a protocol for first responders to use when
talking to someone they are concerned about helps increase confidence in being able to broach
the subject.
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A few basic guidelines include:

On noticing any signs of such distress, start with a simple sentence such as: “Are you okay? Is
there anything I can do?” More than words, the compassion, warmth and empathy are very
important. Willingness to help is crucial than having a perfect solution to this tricky situation.

If there is any disclosure, communicate a commitment to help with statements like: “I am
concerned about your safety; thank you for telling me, let’s talk about how to help you; I
am here for you, you don’t deserve this; this must be affecting your children; I care for
you.” (Childre et al., 1998). One could also affirm the fact that it is not the victim’s fault.

There are certain statements which need to be avoided at all costs and those comments can
make the victim to self-blame further, such as: “Why did you marry this person? Didn’t you
know he/she/they is like that?” This question can make the victim rethink and conclude it is
their fault. Other avoidable statements include: “Why do you let this happen?” which comes
from the lack of awareness about the impact of recurring abusive trauma and gaslighting on
even the most resilient people. Biased questions like “Oh, is this the way people from your
cast/ethnicity to behave?” do not help. Worse are responses like, “Maybe, you like them
doing this. All the drama of love.” This is a very common response heard when domestic
violence is discussed.

Boundary discussions that put this firmly in the private arena with statements like, “It is their
family matter, as long as the person is happy, we do not need to worry about it” that mask
the gravity of the problem should be challenged with the clear understanding the domestic
violence does not stay at home.

Victims talk to outsiders about the abuse for a reality check because the perpetrator repeatedly
makes them believe the abuse is normal in a relationship. The first statement we as an outsider
make is very determining and critical.

The protocol should fully discuss the protective plans offered by the company, and be fully
informed of all the contacts of support services that the organization is able to provide its
employees.
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3. Train a Response Team (First Response Care Givers):
Having a team of trained volunteers from across management and employees who are easily
accessible might be a better strategy to create a safe space for victims to open up about their
personal lives, than expecting HR or Legal Team to be the only custodians of this policy or
framework. Members of this team can be from across levels. Things that organisations should
keep in mind while designing this Response Team:Members should go through a sensitisation
workshop from professionals who understand the domain of Domestic Violence
Members should clearly understand the privacy boundaries that they are not supposed to cross
when interacting with any victimMembers should only nudge employees towards the proper
support system (Counsellors, Legal Help etc) built as a part of organisation policy instead of
taking things in their hand.With focussed action, we can make a clear statement that no violence
has any place in the organization and that includes domestic violence.
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Annexure -1: Helpline resources
This is an attempt to put a comprehensive list of helplines/support available on domestic violence
as of May 2020. These are secondary resources, based on research by the authors of this
document. Diversity Dialogues is not directly affiliated to any of these organizations.
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In addition:
Helplines by the national commission of women (largely based in Delhi NCR):
http://www.ncw.nic.in/helplines
Helpline by the Centre for Social Research (Includes lgbtiqa+):
https://www.instagram.com/p/B-83SDjHyI2/?utm_source=ig_embed
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